
( a Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

~FES~ February27, 2004

Mr. Ross Scarano
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety ,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400 ,
Arlington, TX 76011

Dear Mr. Scarano:

I am pleased to present the draft Office of Legacy Management's Strategic Plan covering Fiscal
Years 2004-2008. This plan represents the Department of Energy's vision and strong
commitment to ensure that legacy responsibilities are effectively and efficiently managed. Thank
you for reviewing the draft plan which focuses on a five year implementation time frame to
ensure that current legacy management obligations continue to be met, and the creation of future
liabilities is minimized.

The Department continues to make progress in addressing the challenges of reducing the
environmental consequences of our actions and expediting the cleanup of our sites. This
accelerated cleanup effort clarifies the need for a comprehensive Department-wide approach to
ensuring that our investment in hundreds of sites across the country remains viable and that the
environmental remedies put in place remain protective of current and future generations. Thus,
the Department has proactively realigned its resources and created a sustainable, stand-alone
Office of Legacy Management. The new organization will allow for optimum management of
legacy responsibilities, as its mission is to manage the effects of changes in the Department's
mission requirements and ensure the future protection of human health and the environment.

Please provide comments with the following considerations:

Electronic versions of comments are preferred. If this is not possible, please provide
comments via fax to ensure timely receipt.

Identify the issue or concern; cite the goal, objective, or strategy of concern; and provide
suggested or alternative language to address the concern.

And finally, recognize that "strategic planning" generally, and particularly within the legacy
management context, is an iterative process. Therefore, we anticipate that, even when
"finalized," the plan will be revisited over time, and it will be changed to accommodate new
developments in, or knowledge of, legacy management. For now, this draft plan identifies
many near-term (and some longer-term) activities that will be necessary to undertake to
ensure success.
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Comments on this version are due by C.O.B. March 19, 2004. We intend to incorporate and/or
resolve the comments on this version and to release the "final" draft of the plan by the end of
March 2004.

Please forward all comments to:

Mr. Tony Carter
Acting Director of Stakeholder Relations
Office of Legacy Management, LM-5
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585
Tel: 202-586-7550, Fax: 202-586-1540
Tony.Carter(ahq .doe.gov

We appreciate you taking the time to review this draft plan and for providing us with your
comments. Please do not hesitate to contact Tony Carter at (202) 586-7550, if you have any
questions.

Sincerely,

Michael W. Owen
Director
Office of Legacy Management

Enclosure
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Message to the Reader

Dear Reader,

I am pleased to present the Office of Legacy Management's Strategic Plan covering Fiscal Years 2004-
2008. This plan represents the Department's vision and strong commitment to ensure that legacy
responsibilities are effectively and efficiently managed.

The Department of Energy continues to make progress in addressing the challenges c-d -ing the
environmental consequences of our actions and expediting the cleanup of our so|< : oe erated
cleanup effort clarifies the need for a comprehensive Department-wide apr t i i that our
investment in hundreds of sites across the country remains viable d e irt remedies
put in place remain protective of current and future gener ons T ent is proactively
realigning its resources and creating a sustainable, stand Ik ok:Q 'acy Management. The new
organization will allow for optimum management of I ies, as its mission is to manage the
effects of changes in the Department's m sio=cp: .. H i ensure the future protection of human
health and the environment. i.t,

This strategic plan addresses t(Ij 1i5i|b
comprehensive m 3 th
appropriately add 4h5'sstrategies
us to better unde ind tors of progre
addressing some fthisountry's most i
look forward to w ing with you to realize K,

Michael W. Owen
Director, Office of Legacy Management

ln~algement will inherit and outlines a
glighd human legacy issues are
P iea sures presented in this plan enable
icI~f providing continuing leadership in
I and legacy management needs. We
ives of this strategic plan.
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Executive Summary
The activities of the U.S. Department of Energy (the Department) and predecessor agencies, particularly
during the Cold War, have left a legacy of environmental contamination at more than 100 sites across the
United States. Workers associated with these historical and current activities number in the hundreds of
thousands. Addressing this environmental and human legacy has been, and will continue to be, a major
undertaking by the Department.

On October 1, 2003, the Department will take a significant step to ensure that legacy re.
be properly managed in the future. That step is realigning its resources to create a ss
alone Office of Legacy Management, whose mission is to effectively and efficie 1 y;
environmental and human legacy issues for current and future generations. r M

The new organization's primary goals are to

protect human health and the environment thropg a efficient long-term
maintenance;:, < AdW.10

surveillance and

0 preserve and protect legacy

* support an
assure wor

:tion;

ctured t p lish departmental missions and

af eI and disposition; and

leanup of legacy waste and changing departmental

* manage legaWyland and assets, ei

a mitigate community impacts resultini
missions.

The goals and objectives of this strategic plan identify what the Office of Legacy Management will do to
carry out its responsibilities while responding to increasing issues and demands. This strategy includes
processes for implementing state-of4he-art business practices, incorporating future advances in science
and technology, and ensuring close coordination with stakeholders, Congress, regulators, and state,
tribal, and local governments.
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Dear Reader,

I am pleased to present the Office of Legacy Management's Strategic Plan covering Fiscal Years 2004-
2008. This plan represents the Department's vision and strong commitment to ensure that legacy
responsibilities are effectively and efficiently managed.
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environmental consequences of our actions and expediting the cleanup of our,
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Executive Summary
The activities of the U.S. Department of Energy (the Department) and predecessor agencies, particularly
during the Cold War, have left a legacy of environmental contamination at more than 100 sites across the
United States. Workers associated with these historical and current activities number in the hundreds of
thousands. Addressing this environmental and human legacy has been, and will continue to be, a major
undertaking by the Department.

On October 1, 2003, the Department will take a significant step to ensure that legacy resp sibilities will
be properly managed in the future. That step is realigning its resources to create a s r le, stand-
alone Office of Legacy Management, whose mission is to effectively and efficie the
environmental and human legacy issues for current and future generations.

The new organization's primary goals are to

* protect human health and the environment th efficient long-term surveillance and
maintenance;

* preserve and protect legacy 2rec i

* support an er force structured t plish departmental missions and
assure worke ~~~i<a edical benefits;

* manage lega land and assets, em , and disposition; and

* mitigate community impacts resulting f h leanup of legacy waste and changing departmental
missions.

The goals and objectives of this strategic plan identify what the Office of Legacy Management will do to
carry out its responsibilities while responding to increasing issues and demands. This strategy includes
processes for implementing state-of4he-art business practices, incorporating future advances in science
and technology, and ensuring close coordination with stakeholders, Congress, regulators, and state,
tribal, and local governments.
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Part 1. Background
The end of the Cold War and its associated
nuclear arms race has brought about a new
mission for the Department; one dedicated to
managing the environmental and human legacies
that remain as a direct result of nuclear weapons
production and stockpiling.

For the last 50 years, the Department and its
predecessor agencies acquired, consumed, and
produced a wide variety of nuclear and nonnuclear
materials to produce weapons and conduct other
departmental missions. To accommodate this
mission, more than 20,000 facilities throughout the
country were built, a large work force was
acquired, and communities were econo mcalmE
transformed. I O %

production and the Cold War legacies are met.
Successful completion of the Office of
Environmental Management's responsibilities
requires a refocusing of that program's efforts and
a Department-wide approach in securing the
continued protection of the envir ment and
communities. While remediatlo i tivities will
continue to be conducted bfice of
Environmental Mana t . ther activities
associate wit f post-closure
function~t so|fbgiamsinn will ha~I

`7 ' ---""" -'Y ' " "' V. W,,UAt he Office of Legacy
.Egacy Management will manage
effects of mission changes.

In the 1980s weapons-prodi
to be permanents ;hed
need for addition c w# "W s and the
growing concern a t fety and environmental
problems. During pas decade, the D
has made signific t progress in environ n l

remediation, work force restructuring, an
community assistance. Millions of cubic e of
waste have been removed, stabilized, or isposed
of, and former weapons facilities are being
reindustrialized or transformed for other uses.The
dedicated former contractor work force,
instrumental to accomplishing the Departments
nuclear weapons production and environmental
remediation missions, are receiving and will
continue to receive earned benefits. Resources are
being and will continue to'be allocated to aid
communities affected by the Department's
changing mission, enabling them to remain
economically viable.

As more weapons facilities continue to close
across the country and remediation is substantially
completed, there is an even greater need to
manage the Department's legacy liabilities. Thus,
the Department is proactively realigning is
resources and creating a sustainable, stand-alone
Office of Legacy Management. The new
organization will allow for the optimum
management of legacy responsibilities, as its
mission will be to effectively and efficiently manage
the environmental and human legacy issues.

The Office of Legacy Management is responsible
for ensuring that departmental post-closure
responsibilities resulting from the nuclear weapon

'Removing the long-term stewardship and benefit
continuity functions from Environmental
Man ent after site closure and remediation will
not( able Environmental Management to

j~eS Jdus its efforts on remediation, but also
(). e jeg~acy Management to consolidate
B Jbcams of a similar nature. This move will

ovide the affected communities a single focal
point of legacy management expertise and
facilitate communication among the elements of
legacy management. Most importantly,
concentrating the functions in an office dedicated
to legacy management will heighten the visibility
and, consequently, the accountability to the
affected communities for successful performance
of these important departmental functions.

To ensure continuity of expertise, personnel
currently implementing the needed capability of
successfully accomplishing the mission of Legacy
Management will be composed of staff located in
the Office of Worker and Community Transition
and selected personnel from the Environmental
Management Office of Long-Term Stewardship;
the Grand Junction, Colorado Office, and selected
personnel located at the National Energy
Technology Laboratory in Morgantown, West
Virginia and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

In addition to programmatic functions, Legacy
Management will inherit regulatory and legal
responsibilities associated with the sites that
transfer into is authority. This strategic plan
addresses the responsibilities that Legacy
Management will inherit and outlines a
comprehensive management plan to ensure that
all environmental and human legacy issues are
appropriately addressed.
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Part 11. Legacy Management Mission, Vision, Goals,
and Planned Accomplishments

Mission

To manage the effects of changes in the
Department's mission requirements and ensure the
future protection of human health and the
environment.

Vision

Departmental legacy responsibilities are managed
in a manner that best serves department workers,
communities, and the environment: X

* Human health and the environm e a
protected, and the effects o
contaminationa acte
levels throug . ive long-
term surveilla nance.

dand pl rmation are preserv. 1111[
made publicly accessible. O"A

protectiveness of environmental remedies
used to remediate legacy waste.

B. Preserve and
records and ii

legacy

fully manage all
from a site transferring

C. Support an effective and
efficient work force structured to
accomplish departmental
missions, and assure worker

7'fAd pension and medical benefits.
h Foal recognizes the Department's

-e'mmitment to its work force and the
consistent management of pension and health
benefits. As sites continue to close, the
Department faces the challenges of a growing
pension plan and health benefits liability.

* Public trust is achieved through coopggiive
partnerships with stakeholders and state,
tribal, and local governments.

* The Department's former contract work force is
compensated through effective management
of its health and pension benefits.

* Land is returned to the most beneficial use
consistent with the Department's mission
requirements.

* Impacts of departmental work force
restructuring are mitigated, working in
partnerships with departmental workers, labor
unions, and communities to adapt to changes
in the Department's missions.

Goals

D. Manage legacy land and assets,
k i. 3. emphasizing safety, reuse, and

disposition.

This goal recognizes a departmental need for
coordinated management of legacy assets,
including coordinating land use planning, and
protecting natural, cultural, and historical
resources.

Om E. Mitigate community impacts
resulting from the cleanup of
legacy waste and changing
departmental missions

This goal recognizes the Department's
commitment to mitigating the impacts on
communities caused by site closure, changing
departmental missions, and work force
restructuring.

S

A. Protect human health and the
environment through effective
and efficient long-term
surveillance and maintenance.

This goal highlights the Department's
responsibility to ensure the long-term
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Part Ill. Corporate Management Strategy and Principles

Corporate Management Strategy
As a whole, the Department is committed to the

The Department recognizes that as facilities are protection of human health and the environment in
closed and the environmental remediation efforts all of its actions. To ensure success, all
are accelerated and completed, Legacy departmental elements must consider legacy
Management's responsibilities will increase, management as an integral pa the
requiring an effective management approach. Department's mission.
Legacy Management will continue to improve the
Department's comprehensive program for long- * Legacy Manage *ponent of all
term surveillance and maintenance, records aspe of iion-making.
management, work force benefits, and land use. aspsofitsadHdqres

Is r i s6 ites and Headquarters
The Legacy Management program will be hat legacy management is
amended when appropriate to reflect rigorous in each decision that impacts DOE
analytical foundation, full utilization of s p and long-term surveillance and

art business practices, and effective co I ab maintenance. This responsibility extends from thewith stakeholders. The following so identification of remediation alternatives, remedial
management principles will desi, struction, and operation and through all
each of the five g m ment reI cisions made over the lifetime of the
program.

* Utilize effectend efficient business B y he Department is a trustee of natural and
practices to net the Legacy Managd t e cultural resources.
mission. This principle includes main a.
focused federal staff, maximizing co ion Residual hazards should be managed within the
in procurement functions, and developing larger context of federal land management, which
business practices that are a model in the includes trusteeship for ecologically and culturally
federal government. important areas. The Department will manage

* Ensure that all stakeholders and state, tribal,
and local governments are efficiently informed
and that forums are created to encourage
public participation in the management
process and future Legacy Management
decisions. This principle includes achieving
excellence in business management services
in support of Legacy Management customers
and stakeholders.

* Optimize historical practices that have proven
effective at sites currently in long-term
surveillance and maintenance at new sites.

Principles

These draft principles have been developed to
guide the development and implementation of this
plan. The draft principles, to be finalized as this
strategic plan is finalized, are as follows:

these hazards in accordance with applicable
regulatory requirements.

* Legacy management responsibilities,
especially long-term surveillance and
maintenance, should be incorporated into
relevant departmental policies, practices, and
systems.

Legacy Management's long-term surveillance and
maintenance program will be most effective when
integrated into existing departmental processes
and management systems. As these DOE policies,
practices, and systems (such as Life-Cycle Asset
Management, Integrated Safety Management, and
Environmental Management Systems) are
reviewed and/or implemented, a broad range of
long-term surveillance and maintenance activities
and needs may be incorporated. This approach will
facilitate the establishment of long-term
surveillance and maintenance as an essential
element of all facets of departmental missions.

* Legacy Management is a Department-wide
responsibility.
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* An intergenerational approach is needed for
legacy management

Legacy management is an enduring commitment
by the federal government. Due to the longevity of
hazards, the ramifications and costs of current and
future decisions and missions will be experienced
by generations to come. As these generations'
land use practices and local community structures
change over time, current assumptions that guide
departmental policy may require reevaluation and
modification.

Legacy management policy must provide a
consistent framework and acknowledge sites' A
need for flexibility.

Although a consistent framework for leg y
management responsibilities is requir
complex-wide management, He q,
sites must be repnset
requirements (c . and
federal). Therefor egac
management poli us e sufficiently flext to
enable sites to p rm necessary long-t
surveillance and maintenance functions I II
individual regulatory frameworks and co

The involvement of stakeholders and state,
local, and tribal governments is critical to
legacy management.

The Department has the responsibility to consult
with these affected parties on legacy management
issues. Ongoing interaction and exchange
increases public awareness. In turn, heightened
public awareness facilitates informed decision
making and increases the likelihood of successful
implementation of legacy management
responsibilities.

I

EI:

:. I .
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Part IV. Objectives and Strategies for
Legacy Management Goals

Goal A. Protect Human Health and the Environment through Effective
£ and Efficient Long-Term Surveillance and Maintenance

Situation Action Program sites, rI Tailings
Radiation Control s rtions of

Many departmental facilities cannot be remediated departm taJ f l e cleanup has been
to levels that allow for unrestricted use because of completd (fll
technical or economic limitations, worker health 1 , v
and safety challenges, or collateral ecological I Je)tment recognizes that, as its
damage caused by remediation. These facilities mental remediation efforts are accelerated
are, or will be, required to meet regulat nd facilities are cleaned and closed, its long-term
standards to ensure that engineered surveillance and maintenance responsibilities will
institutional controls employed increase requiring a more comprehensive and
remedy are protectiv f d the effe i anagement approach. The Office of
environment. Leg ensure that L inagement will continue to improve the
these controls re iven the long- i t's long-term surveillance and
lived nature of ra ucli s and other resi A n ence program, ensuring the continued
hazards, it is r esable to assume that, Sction of human health and the environment.
facilities, long-term surveillance and mai
will be required for hundreds or even tho Objective A.1. Effectively manage post-
years. remediation responsibilities and liabilities.

The Department currently conducts long-term + Strategies
surveillance and maintenance at more than 30

A * Conduct the long-term surveillance and
maintenance at sites under Legacy

_Management's authority, ensuring the
long-term protection of human health and
the environment by utilization of sound
project management, engineering, and

_ _scientific principles.

, Perform and manage final activities
required at sites where environmental

I Hrestoration is significantly complete.

* Conduct monitoring and evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of long-term

FULISRA (29). v.(2 surveillance and maintenance strategies.

* Ensure that contingency plans are in place
D&D is) _and that adequate funds are available.

NWPA Section- UM* Work effectively to meet current
551Ic) (1) Title i(31) environmental, health, and safety

UMIRCA requirements and regulations.
Title 11113)

sites, including Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial
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* Communicate with other stakeholders
involved in long-term surveillance and
maintenance activities, and work with
regulators and state, tribal, and local
governments to share lessons learned and
technologies.

* Minimize the Department's environmental
liability for surveillance and maintenance
consistent with laws and regulations.

* Prepare in advance, using a sitetransition
framework, to ensure the smooth transition
of sites into Legacy Management's
authority.

q Success Indicators

* High percentage of periodic
completed on time wit
concu rrenrmd
protective rm

* All post-c ure regulations met z I
remedies aintained in accordar.
applicable laws.

* Community acceptance of maintaining
remedies.

Objective A.2. Ensure that long-term
surveillance and nr aintenance responsibilities
are understood and built into the way the
Department does business.

4- Strategies

* Develop the long-term surveillance and
maintenance baseline and integrate it into
the Department's management policies
and long-term surveillance and
maintenance principles.

* Facilitate Department-wide understanding
and agreement on the scope of long-term
surveillance and maintenance and resolve
relevant issues through the Field

Management Council or other appropriate
processes.

6 Success Indicators

* High percentage of long-term surveillance
and maintenance plans developed and
implemented for sites requiring them.

* Incorporation of cri j~a:§ 1 g-term
surveillance a nce elements
into all rel t "a ital orders,

jOagement systems.

g byf]e the capability and tools in
rS & 1 { #sure continuous improvement in the

l ff eness of long-term surveillance and
aintenance for current and future

generations.

1 ntify and assess the capabilities and
fi L t resources needed to conduct long-term
^A surveillance and maintenance in the future,

and ensure that they are obtained.

* Identify and understand alternative funding
mechanisms so that federal, state, tribal,
and local authorities can be assured that
necessary long-term surveillance and
maintenance activities are or will be
maintained.

* Track and use advances in science and
technology to improve sustainability and
ensure protection.

b Success Indicator

* Percentage reduction in the cost of
operating, monitoring, and maintaining
environmental remedies.

* Risk reduction to human health and
environment maintained or improved.
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Goal B. Preserve and Protect Legacy Records and Information

Situation

Currently the Department's closure sites' records
are managed consistent with legal and regulatory
requirements, using National Archive and Records
Administration guidance. As sites are identified for
mission closure, remediated, and transferred into
Legacy Management's authority, the associated
site records and information will be transferred as
well. Legacy Management will be the custodian for
closure sites' records. Ultimately, this wi e
enormous and costly undertaking, inclu
records for more than 100 sites acro
Following closure of Mound, F i.
Flats, for example ian of
more than 200,00 cords.

The records that be acy anagement in.
closure sites will 4 fport the office's miss i
number of ways:

* The records contain information on the
cleanup processes employed at the sites,
which will be instructive to Legacy
Management's long-term surveillance and
maintenance program.

* The records contain data on compliance with
regulatory requirements and the technical
remedies for cleanup of the sites, which will
assure regulators that these sites do not pose
unacceptable risks to their communities.

* The records include information on work
activities and health data of site personnel,
which will be crucial to assuring workers of the
continuity of their medical and pension
benefits.

* Most importantly, the records ensure that the
American public has access to information on
governmental operations.

Additionally, the program will provide the structure
and solutions for effectively and ficiently
identifying, collecting, and disse nating
information from record so sl internal and
external users. The ork closely with
the public ens inioMIn needs are met
and that . are incorporated into
eg 's processes and future

tive B.1. Effectively and efficiently
anage all records integral to conducting

Legacy Management's mission, including those
use erform long-term surveillance and
mm ce and ensure benefits continuity.

* Develop and implement a records
management program that provides
appropriate access to records and
retention of critical information necessary
to perform the legacy management
mission.

* Identify, evaluate, and coordinate the
development of Legacy Management
records and information management
practices with internal and external
organizations.

k Success Indicators

* Compliance with records management
laws and regulations.

* Effective and efficient transfer of records
from closure sites into Legacy
Management's authority.

* Records developed and maintained in a
cost-effective manner.

Legacy Management's records and information
program will develop and implement a
management approach that protects, preserves,
improves, and provides appropriate access to
critical records and information systems.
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Objective B.2. Identify and establish
accessibility and security requirements for
records and information management systems,
both internal and external, to provide effective
access to information for impacted workers
and stakeholders.

+ Strategies

* Determine records and information
requirements and functional access needs
by reviewing existing and documented
record and information requirements of the
federal, state, tribal, and local
governments; stakeholders; and the public.
Reevaluate these requirements
periodically. 9

* Determine the information re.
requirements needed by w

Manageme
develop t S aintenance
of, and a( o tion systems.

* Develop SAtained capability for I
access, retrieval, and comprehe 4 U
the long-term surveillance and
maintenance information.

t Success Indicators

* Access mechanism provided for internal
and external requests of legally releasable
records for which Legacy Management is
custodian.

* Access provided to stakeholders to legally
releasabie custodial information.

* Cost-effective public access systems.

* No release of custodial records to
unauthorized sources.

x--�
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Goal C. Support an Effective and Efficient Work Force Structured to
Accomplish Departmental Missions, and Assure Worker Pension and
Medical Benefits

Situation

The Department is committed to mitigating the
impacts of departmental restructuring on its work
force and ensuring the continuity of their pension
and medical benefits. Legacy Management will
oversee work force planning for the Department,
assist in developing benefits packages for
displaced workers, oversee labor relations efforts
and lessen the impact of work force restructuring
on affected workers. (

Since 1993, more than 50,1000 c t r V
personnel have been epar or
disruptions at the I l.ANi'Trough
this work force re ( e rtment has
realized annual s gs almost $4 billion
Legacy Manager rt will continu t u
restructuring effo s within the Departme h
maintaining the effectiveness of the contr S
work force.

In addition, Legacy Management will ensure the
continuity of this work force's pension and medical
benefits. In the next three to five years, three
departmental sites (Mound, Fernald, and Rocky
Flats) are expected to close as active site
remediation activities are completed. The contracts
with the site contractors will terminate, and
contracted employees subsequently will lose their
jobs. However, these closure site employees are
contractually entitled to an array of employee
benefits funded by the Department. Some of the
benefits (defined benefit pension, self-insured
long-term disability, medical continuation,
severance, retiree life and health insurance) have
been either not fully funded or not funded at all. It
is anticipated that at least with respect to retiree
medical benefits, there will be a continuing need to
administer and manage a benefit program to
deliver the promised benefits. It is against
departmental policy to assume the role of plan
sponsor and fiduciary duties, as those
responsibilities must remain with the plan sponsor.

The total liability for unfunded post-closure benefits
(for Rocky Flats, Mound, Fernald, Pinellas, Grand
Junction, and the gaseous diffusion plants in Ohio,
Kentucky, Tennessee) is in excess of $1 billion

(unfunded pension benefits, retiree health and life
insurance, and post-employme enefits such as
accrued vacation, severance 0 -term disability,
and medical benefits for a workers). The
liability will more tl 4 S fully settled for
decades will develop a plan
of actions 0 s O cal and pension benefits

3lrehensively at all closure
te sound policy and guidance to

nd efficiently fulfill the Department's
r ;b igations.

Objective C.1. Develop and implement a
departmental approach and guidance that
ensures contracted employees continuity of
their pension and medical benefits.

4 Strategies

* Establish policy, coordinate
implementation of, and evaluate the
outcomes of work force restructuring
consistent with Section 3161 of the
National Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 1993.

* Prescribe a consistent methodology for
cost analysis for current employee and
retiree benefits programs.

* Clarify the processes, roles, and
responsibilities from review to approval of
benefit plan changes.
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* Evaluate the feasibility of implementing a
model program designed to make the
medical benefits program more consistent
across closure sites, and facilitate efficient
and effective benefits delivery.

* Acquire and maintain contractor support of
this program.

q Success Indicator

* Consistent legacy benefit and pension
delivery to all departmental contractors at
closure facilities.

Objective C.2. Ensure the fair treatment of
workers by effectively planning and m' na
work force restructuring and by pro i
incentives for orderly reductions A
personnel.

4 Strategies

* Direct wo orce planning to con M
amount o nhanced severance t iAieil
that are permitted for a particular Ai1
force separation.

* Provide separation benefits comparable to
industry standards while achieving annual
savings that are three times the one-time
cost of separation.

* Coordinate with departmental field
management in managing the work force
planning process (e.g., approving
necessary involuntary separations,
providing enhance s benefits, and
submitting final work force restructuring
plans to Congress).

* Ensure that necessary work force
reductions are conducted in a manner that
encourages voluntary separations, assists
displaced workers in securing new
employment, provides basic benefits for a
reasonable transition period, and conforms

with cost guidance and best business
practices.

* Ensure work force restructuring is
conducted in a manner that retains critical
skills for ongoing mission requirements,
enhances efficiency, and accurately
forecasts mission performance
implications of potential ure budget
reductions.

Success mndi

rk force separation prior to
n of the mission at hand and the

m sure of departmental facilities.

41b

LA * Reduction of displaced work force on
unemployment.

Ob j C.3. Promote an improved working
re h ip between labor and management in

a ment's contractor work force by
*Xiring the uniform application of relevant
or standards to increase productivity,

enhance safety and security, and reduce
disruptive labor disputes.

4 Strategies

* Establish policy for and oversee the
collective bargaining process.

* Assist field organizations in
labor/management relations.

* Implement the contract reform initiative, .
outsourcing policy, and other strategic
alignment elements.

b Success Indicator

* Annual cost savings (as compared to the
one-time cost of separation).
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Goal D. Manage Legacy Land and Assets, Emphasizing Safety, Reuse,
and Disposition

Situation

The Department is the fourth largest federal
landowner, conducting its mission at 50 major sites
on 2.4 million acres across the United States. In
addition to land, the Department's assets include
distinctive world-class facilities; irreplaceable
natural and cultural history; and rare assemblages
of plants, animals, and mineral resources.
Numerous sites and tens of thousands of acres of /
land will be transferred to Legacy Managrn 1i
after active environmental remediatio ab Q
completed. The office will act as
lands under its author , o er At roper
management oft t d^ c1-rrtural
resources and en b ficial use for
current and futur gner ns

Legacy Management will consider enviro e t.
sound future land uses for its properties.
nature and scope of commercial activities
changed overtime and will continue to evolve as
new technologies are developed and as the U.S.
population increases, particularly in the West. To
accommodate future competing demands for
limited resources, Legacy Management will direct
even greater effort to maintaining healthy land and
evaluating possible land reuse options. To
accomplish this end, Legacy Management will
implement departmental land use planning
processes taking into account economic,
ecological, social, and cultural factors surrounding
each facility or parcel of land. Where compatible
with departmental missions, Legacy Management
will make excess lands and facilities available for
public and private use consistent with the tenets of
sustainability and good land management
practices.

Objective D.1. Manage Legacy Management
property assets, maintaining the health of the
land and cultural, natural, and historical
resources.

4- Strategies

through on-site reviews, visits, reports, and
assessments. f
Seek to expand o s for
collaborativ : q ing with site
r1 gt~t~ ~be transferred to

L ~ rent.

i k to expand opportunities for
collaborative land use planning with state,I) tribal, and local governmental authorities as
well as other federal agencies.

ord, maintain, and share knowledge of
ural, cultural, and historical/critical

e ur through documentation,
c onservation, information exchange, and
public participation.

6 Success Indicators

* Development and implementation of a
credible and affordable land assessment
strategy.

* Periodic reviews of programs land
management strategies and assessment
of strategy effectiveness.

* Development and implementation of a
sustainable Legacy Management program
integrating natural, cultural, and historical
resource protection requirements for lands
and facilities.

Objective D.2. Provide opportunities for land
transfer availing departmental lands to other
federal agencies and nonfederal entities.

- Strategies

* Work with other federal agencies and
external organizations to transfer real
property from the Department.

* Manage Legacy Management's real
property assets and evaluate execution
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* Work with land users, local communities,
and others in updating existing land use
plans to address emerging opportunities.

* Investigate viable and environmentally
sound land reuse options for lands under
Legacy Management's authority.

disposition of strategic and critical
materials.

* Represent the Department on the
Presidential Advisory Management Impact
Committee (co-chaired by the
Departments of State and Commerce).

Success Indicator

* Increase in the number of acres
transferred or leased and converted to
beneficial use.

Objective D.3. Effectively manage and
coordinate the Department's requirements for
strategic materials.

+- Strategies

* Provide a or of the
Departmept..,nW ational

b Success Indicator

* Adequate a n egic materials in
the stockp r othe

program needs.
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\ 'g J Goal E. Mitigate Community Impacts Resulting from the Cleanup of
'. . Legacy Waste and Changing Departmental Missions

Situation * Identify potential sources of both public
and private funding oute theThe Department is committed to mitigating the Department.

impacts on communities caused by changing
departmental missions. The Department has and * Fund proj I igh probabilitywill continue to assist communities by allocating pr u results for displaced
resources to Community Reuse Organizations r affected communities.
through grants that enable communities to create
plans that address both local/regional and a'J tablish criteria for evaluating community

Department has helped communities b trnsition funding proposals.
job creation and, in some cases, prov
needed revenue to support criti e * Establish an interagency agreement with
development pro ra e Department of Commerce to gain its

ependent expertise to evaluate and
Additionally, the t assised prove proposals.
communities thro its rsonal property r e
program, which p 0otes the transfer to Use excess departmental assets to help
Community Reuse Organizations, at little i n create economic activity and produce
cost, departmental personal property tha ge replacement employment for workers
declared excess by local departmental p iy displaced by work force restructuring
managers. This property is used to bring in new plans.
business, expand existing business, or fund
economic development programs within & Success Indicators
communities.

Legacy Management will continue to fund and
refine these community assistance programs.
Through local community reuse organization
grants and sales of personal property, the office
will contribute to the diversification of communities'
economies affected by departmental work force
restructuring. Legacy Management will encourage
the reuse of existing departmental personal
property to encourage community economic
viability and diversification.

Objective E.1. Effectively coordinate local
impact assistance and asset management to
mitigate the effect of restructuring plans on
affected communities.

4- Strategies

* Provide an informational clearinghouse to
assist local community economic
development planning.

Maximization of community opportunities
and minimization of negative impacts
caused by departmental work force
restructuring.

* Annual cost savings (as compared to the
one-time cost of separation).

Objective E.2. Effectively work with and assist
Community Reuse Organizations to develop
viable communities and generate greater cost
savings for the Department.

4- Strategies

* Provide Community Reuse Organizations
with grants to implement projects designed
by the community to achieve objectives.

* Create and retain jobs in the impacted
community to diversify the economy and
employ displaced workers.
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* Contribute 'seed money" to attract
investment by other government programs
and private sources that far exceeds
departmental funding.

* Advocate transfer of personal property to
the Community Reuse Organizations,
assisting communities in their economic
development and restructuring programs.

4: Success Indicator

* Increase in the number of jobs created or
retained in the community.

,0-i
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